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Who we are. Basically just a brief description. 



Introduction

• Anti-democracy

• And what is the Carver model?

• Key position – Structures determine behaviour 
– not the other way round  (Counter-intuitive 
under a neo-liberal regime of the self) 
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Presentation Notes
we need to define democracy; I suggest we don’t be too academic about it. just go with what it feels like to us as we discussed. So; having a say, having a sense of what you say may be acted on; having a sense of connection or commitment or investment whatever the structure or subject that’s under debate. In other words;  that it matters. Very importantly that it be like this for everyone. And that there be some mechanisms slowing things down’ to allow consideration.I suggest we simply draw the Carver model on the board, draw it as a funnel with a blob at the bottom. YEP  We could put that quote upI want to accent the last point about structure determining behaviour, simply because it is such an alien concept under an neoliberal regime so it may quite frankly be a very new idea to people and may in fact attract quite a lot of opposition. If you think about it, a Marxist analysis or a Foucaultian discourse analysis of power and structure is not possible without that fundamental insight that who we are and what we do to is a function of the structures we live in. Neoliberalism and its greasy little mate the personal growth movement have hammered consistently for 35 years the idea that we are all free choosers irrespective of position. It is bollix, but it is bollix that gets huge cultural airplay and I think we need to directly address it right at the very start. 



So what do the problems look like? 
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I think we can very quickly define this, as CEOs under the eye of Sauron; and trustees pressured to act as inquisitors. Also the alienation of people the employed by the CEO. Or, it might be just easiest to list what typically goes wrong. It might be quite useful for me to sketch this up on the whiteboard as a cartoonCartoon / The Funnel picture describes it aptlyPresent ‘no winners’ from all players: Out-of-touch boards distanced from the work of the organisation’CE pivot – power position? Squeezed from all sides? Staff / volunteers – the foot soldiers of the military modelHow come we have adopted so uncritically such a contradiction!!!



The Context that Produced Carver 

• Histories – we’ve lived through
– Normal then – normal now? – big shift in Zeit-

geist in a generation 

• Tyranny of structurelessness
– Carver’s quick-fix solution to yesterday’s problems 

• Rise of Neo-liberalism

Presenter
Presentation Notes
main points to get across here. Firstly that what is seen as ordinary does shift over time. Also that whats seen as ordinary and normal by most people can work to the advantage of some and the disadvantage of many. We do need to at this point describe what neoliberalism is. Obviously very quickly. Key points would be: individual responsibility, success and failure your responsibility not caused by larger systemic structures; shrinking of the idea of the public good, because the public good is accomplished by individuals aiming for success: competition is a good thing; world is a naturally competitive field; previously back in the 70s; responsibility for public good seen as pretty ordinary and obvious; or recognition that structures like class, race, gender by their nature in society position people in ways that are not their fault and certainly often not the choice.I’m frankly not sure if we have time to talk about the tyranny of Structurelessness; other than to say that the idea of achieving consensus by simple endless dialogue was a nice one; but had some significant flaws in application; firstly tyrants who haven't  have been voted in can’t be voted out; secondly to gain advantage for a person or a project in a structureless environment is an invitation for cliques and personality politics.I’d also like us to try and give a bit of a sense of history in this bit; i.e. push the notion that ideologies like neoliberalism can have a big effect over time



Neo-liberalism – community 
development 

• Norms dominant and norms subjugated 
• Resisting Neo-liberalism on the out side while 

it sneaks into our boardrooms on the inside.
• Consultants – inadvertent reproduction
• The need to turn the structural analysis  gaze 

inward
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All I really want to say here, is that it is important to be cautious and that the well-meaning intent can reproduce ways of thinking about the world that serve the interests of people who may not be all that friendly to our causes. In particular, the accent on problems being understood as to do with persons rather than structures deflects attention from structural/political questions and re-sites attention back to the preferred neoliberal position of everything being about individual responsibility.  Hence the unintended reproduction 



Carver model in operation
The funnel

• Silencing and normalising gazes and escalating 
cycles of caution and surveillance. 
– Alternantively may also form an uneasy alliance of 

power between Board/CE (resonant of hegemonic 
practice)

• Antidemocratic exercise of power
– wider organisation (staff/ volunteers)  excluded
– Community excluded
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To do this justice we need to describe the panopticon, but there isn’t time, so I suggest we simply talk about the immense pressure of the board CEO worker experience and the ways that to survive and do well CEOs must internalise the expectations of the board, while the duty of care for boards requires them to be vigilant, which can all too often be experienced as the judging gaze and interrogation by CEOs. Hence the potential for escalating cycles of caution and surveillance



Wider Community impact

• A journey:
• First – the loss of community influence 
• Second – community relegation to a market 

place
• Third - the re-framing of community 

organisations as ‘service providers’ 

• Implications 
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I think you need to think about what you want to say to this one.  Relegation to a market place in the reframing of community organisations as service providers strikes me as really important.But it might be just as important, to talk about the ways community has faded into a group of people with very little real relevance to the work other than to receive it.



Looking forward 

• How we changed our minds – or the journey 
from ‘we know’ – to ‘what we don’t know’?

• Back to Community development principles
• The need for conscientisation first

• Things to hold onto! 
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For Me the main point in this last piece, is the idea that we need to come back to community development principles, in particular the idea that rushing to solution is a mistake. I think reintroducing the importance of conscientisation as a device for creating a new solidarity in the face of the dividing practices of neoliberalism’s affect on community development is important too. Also that its a tough environment to make these sorts of changes in. 



Some thoughts
• Keep the passion alive: 
• ‘organise’ (verb), not organisation (noun):
• Reclaim our connection to our community:
• Eschew the competitive ethos of ‘the market’ 
• Reclaim our language and labels: - ‘chief executives? Boards 
• Democratise, Include staff, volunteers, users, community…
• Embody our community development principles & values.

• And, if we revert to a Carver governance model -do it 
consciously and with consideration of its effects.
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Always looking outward ????

• Causal explanations then and now

• Behaviour and structure
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Presentation Notes
I guess all I really want to say here is that most models and approaches are brilliant as binoculars to look outward but hopeless at examining the validity and usefulness of their own premises and assumptions. I’d also like to push the idea that unlike neoliberal philosophy we are taking the position that what people do is more affected by structures and positions than it is by their personality or skill base. Hence, we need to look harder at structures and their effects than we do at personalities and skills. This is a bit topsy-turvy to how things are currently conducted often.
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